Our dual stream school…

NEWSLETTER

Friday 6 April 2018

Term 1 Week 10

A busy and exciting Term…
Can you believe we have almost
completed Term 1!
What a term it has been with a
change of government and special
school events such as Student
Leadership Conference, Chess
tournament; Small schools Combined
Sports Day and 4-7 Volleyball.
These events, alongside the dynamic
classroom and afternoon sessions,
have provided children with an
exciting and productive term.
Department For Education Update
DECD, now to be known as
Department For Education, are
undergoing some organisational
changes as they strive to have a
world-class education system for all
of our learners. There are a number
of focus areas we will be working on
over the next few years. These areas
are:

Literacy

Numeracy

Quality pedagogy

Stronger Services
As a school we are currently
developing our Site Improvement
Plan and will publish this shortly. All
Teacher and Leader “Professional
Development plans” will then be
aligned to these priorities to ensure
success for all our learners.
Student Leadership Conference
On Friday 16th March our Year 6 & 7
students attended a state wide
leadership conference. The day was

informative, inspirational and fun.

At the conference our young leaders
worked collaboratively with their
peers, from our school and others, on
the following topics;
Topic 1: Leaders are Transformers
Topic 2: Lead Like a Strawberry
Not Like a Watermelon
Topic 3: Ideas that Transform
Topic 4: Making a Positive Change.
Our school leaders are using these
ideas to plan and implement positive
change at our school. The leaders will
share some of their learning and
outcomes in future newsletters.
Chess Tournament and Volleyball
I want to congratulate the children
who actively participated in the

partnership wide activities of chess
and volleyball. They demonstrated
exceptional sportsmanship and had
fun developing new skills.
Small schools Combined Sports day
At this years Sports Day on Thursday
29th March Basket Range students
again displayed great sportsmanship,
congratulating and encouraging
children, from our school and others,
throughout the day. All students gave
their best and enjoyed the
opportunity to make new friends.
Congratulations to Basket Range for
finishing second at the combined
Sports Day and to Scott Creek PS for
planning a fantastic and fun day.
Enjoy the photo display in this
newsletter.
Thank you to the students, staff,
parents, community and
neighbouring schools for a successful
Term 1 and remember to come to
celebrate children’s learning at our
week 11 Exhibition Assembly.
Nancy Saccoia
Principal
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News from the Cherry Tree Rooms...
This term has flown by and we now find ourselves enjoying the softness that autumn brings. With the cooler
weather, we notice changes in energy, a, vigor and enterprise begins to emerge. The children are very busy at the
moment building cubbies and creating imaginative lands and
worlds full of possibility.
Last week the children were busy with Easter preparations,
baking, basket building and egg decorating. Now as the farms
around us are coming to the end of their harvest season, so
we are also preparing for our Autumn Harvest Festival.
On our morning walks we are noticing the changes around
us. Leaves are falling, mist ‘o’ the hills and valleys and there
has been a distinct chill in the air in the mornings. Our
morning circle and stories reflect these qualities and we sing
and dance and create to celebrate the cycle of the seasons.
Upon our return next term we will begin enjoying Apple
Crumble on Fridays. An apple on Friday will be gratefully
received and will be lovingly tucked in under a delicious
crumble coating of oats and coconut among other yummy
things. Thank you!
‘ Autumn has come to the country and town,
Wearing her garments of gold and brown.
Apples she brings us so round and so red,
Brings us the corn that we bake is our bread.’

Sandy Hobb
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Week 10 Term 1

News from the Cherry Tree Rooms...
Through the Green Door to the Cherry Tree Room
Quiet whispers and the creak of the screen door alert me to the children's readiness
to enter the class each morning. I open the green door to an ordered line; straight
backs, arms crossed over their chests, eyes looking at me expectantly. Stepping together in time and in rhythm - lift, carry, place - we spiral around the classroom to
stand behind our chairs ready for our morning verse. The shouting, running and frenzy of outside with friends is replaced with inner quiet.
Now we walk and count in the steady rhythm of the King, the limping rhythm of the
old Gardner, the skip, skip hop of the children (1s, 2s and 3s). And counting in 5s is
quick but 10s is even quicker and 100s is faster than all.
Poetry, song, movement, rhythm work, practicing the shapes of number, drawing a
picture of its quality fills our mornings. A plate of fruit cut by the Cherry Buds is delivered to us and we lift the covering cloth to discover what beautiful geometric pattern
they have formed for our delight today.

Quality of Numbers
"Were it not for number and its nature, nothing that exists would be clear to anybody
either in itself or in its relation to other things...You can observe the power of number
exercising itself ... in all acts and the thoughts of men, in all handicrafts and music."
Pythagorean Philolaus (425 B.C.E.)
Through number qualities the children experience how the created world is formed
out of number principles and patterns, both within the human being and in the natural world and its mineral, plant and animal kingdoms. This leads to a possibility for
connection of the child to the environment, for appreciation of beauty and sense of
meaning.
In addition a sense of the potency of the mysteries to be uncovered in the world is fostered as well as a love of learning through discovery.
Our Main lesson on the 'Quality of Numbers' Is completed and the children are now being introduced to the consonants. The children have learnt to form their number symbols beautifully and precisely, practiced the number bonds
to ten and solved problems in our number stories. The class is a cohesive group and a delight to teach.

Sue Gleeson
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News from the Apple Cottage...
This term has quickly passed by but the students have been busy and
productive.
Currently class 2 are completing their third Main Lesson for the term
where we have been working on observations of autumnal changes
in the local surroundings. We have looked at the activity of the
worms in the soil, the birds in the playground and the life cycle of
frogs.
Year 3 are working on a Gardening and Farming Main Lesson. We
have explored what makes a good soil, what makes a good garden
and where is our food grown and how does it get to us.
Thank you for your support with the Quota Spelling this term. Next
terms list will be emailed out in Week 1.
Warm regards

Michael Simmons
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Week 10 Term 1

News from the Gumnut Room...
This term the children in the Gumnut Room have been learning to spell
and use diagraphs (two letters that make one sound) and a range of
grammar rules such as;


Past, present, future tenses



Punctuation



Syllabification

Children have also enjoyed developing their narrative writing skills. They have worked hard on the narrative writing
process and are looking forward to producing a class Narrative booklet.
In mathematic children have been challenging themselves with Place Value. Many of them are learning to identify and
read numbers in millions such as two million, five hundred and twenty six thousand, four hundred and eleven.

Millions Hundred Thousands Ten Thousands Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones

2

5

2

6

4

1

1

Other topics explored have been 2D and 3D shapes.

Currently we are engaged with addition and subtraction with exchanging and borrowing.
Nancy Saccoia
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Week 10 Term 1

News from the Pear Tree Room...
Volleyball
On the 4th of April the Years 4-7 went to Heathfield to
learn and play Volleyball for the morning. When we got
there we saw a lot of other schools and it made us seem
so small.
Everyone went in different groups and our first game was
on the grass at the oval. We didn’t get many points on the
first game but we did make some very good hits. Our
second game we were inside and we kept on losing the
ball but we had some really good team work. On the third
game we were on the sand and we kept on falling over
but we did a good job and we had lots of fun.
We had a really good time and I really liked serving and
hitting the ball and I hope next time is even better.
Callum

were red, blue, gold and green. When we arrived we first
did the health hustle then we did the long run then the
field events.
The field events before recess were: javelin (foam),
gumboot throwing, standing long jump and accuracy toss.
After recess we did shot put and discus. Then the major
field events including relay and sprints, our school came
second in the relay and the whole sports day.
Jai and Fred

Chess Tournament
On the 26th of March five schools competed at Norton
Summit Primary School, as a team we all played 7 games
of chess. BRPS came 4thplace, even though we tied for
third place but our 5th player was not as experienced as
theirs.
The games that we played were really fun and needed lots
of concentration. Sol said “I enjoyed playing against the
other schools I won 5 games out of the seven”. Sol and Jai
tied first for the school. Briggy exclaimed “I really enjoyed
playing chess, I won 3 and a half games and all my games
ended in check mate. I will definitely go again next term”.
Next term we will be playing again, and hopefully we will
come 2nd or even 1st.
Sol and Brigitta.
Leaders Meeting
On Friday the 16th of March in the entertainment centre
to participate in a meeting to learn about how to be a
leader.
Sports Day
On the 30/3/18 we had the Small Schools Sports Day. The
difference between small schools sports day and other
normal sports days is that the small school one has
multiple schools competing in the events.
There were 4 schools and one home school group in this
event, we all competed in colour groups, the colour teams

It was a very interactive conference, and we were always
going up and talking to other students and getting other
people’s ideas asking questions. Sometimes someone
from our school had to go up to the stage. By go I mean
dragged! For example, we had to do a mini monopoly
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News from the Pear Tree Room...
All this may not make sense yet but it will in due time.
After we have learnt how to play them we will perform
for you.

game, we had to ask each other questions like: can you
make a sound like an animal. If they say yes, you write
down their name. Whoever had filled the question in
won. Then they called up a name to check they didn’t
just write down a random name. I made us to interact
with other students.
At lunch break everyone fought to get a table, lucky we
always got out first.
After the break went back to our seats then Basil
appeared, he was an Italian gardener, he tried to tempt
the children into staying into class time to help him. But
the children did what was right and went to class. Basil
was ultra-hilarious.

THE CAMP
Back in 2016 we went to a camp at Glenhaven Park
where there were a lot of fun and exciting activities to
choose from, last time the class chose high ropes and
low ropes. I’m not sure what we are going to choose this
year but I hope we do the giant swing that was so much
fun. The food was Amazing! Honestly I wished the cook
worked here. The cabins we stayed in were very
acceptable and I would not hesitate to stay there again.
The smaller activities we did were fun too, we made
damper, building wooden huts and going on a night
walk, they also had a pool.
By Kalan and Sofia
Face Painting
Two weeks ago we had a professional face painter –
Juliette - come to teach us how to face paint for the
upcoming Basket Range Festival. We learnt how to use
various brushes. She taught us that different brushes
such as flat brushes and thin brushes have different
effects when you use them.

We were then allowed to use different dabbers on the
inside of our arms to make different fruits. Then we
added lines and different circles made with different
patterns and fruit. Some tables did cherries and plums
while others did oranges and pears. We were then
allowed to split into pairs and take turns painting each
Currently at leaders we are trying to put the plans we
made into action. So you should see them in play soon. other’s faces. Some of the finished designs were quite
quirky. I think that everyone who participated will
In all we really enjoyed it and can’t wait for next year!
probably agree that it was an amazing experience. We
Marnie and Wimitja
also had a second session which Cat (Emily’s Mum) ran
Jon Madin Workshop and Camp
last minute as Juliette
Coming up this year we have a camp in week 2 of term 2 was unable to make it.
and Jon Madin is coming to this Tuesday. He is a
Cat taught us to paint
musician who makes unique instruments that we will
flowers and leaves as
have the privilege of playing.
well as practise the
I have had the privilege of doing on of his workshops
previous fruits.
before.
This was amazing and
One of my personal favourites was the box Cellos, it was we all thank Juliette
a trapezoid shaped box with threaded with old harp
and Cat very much.
strings and you played with a bow. They were very
Nigella
exciting and great fun to play.
Another one of my favourites was the carpet boxes, they
were wooden boxes with carpet on top, when you
jumped on them they made different noises.

Week 10 Term 1

Sports Day...
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Sports Day...
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Week 10 Term 1

Volleyball Tournament...
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Week 10 Term 1

Chess Tournament...
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Upcoming Dates...
Saturday 7 April 2018
Basket Range Festival

Tuesday 1 May April 2018
First day of Term 2

Tuesday 10 April 2018
Jon Madin Music Incursion Year 2-7s

Wednesday 9—Friday 11 May 2018
Camp Year 3-7 students Glenhaven Park

Thursday 12 April 2018
Exhibition Assembly at 2:15pm

Tuesday 15 —Thursday 17 May 2018
Naplan Testing

Friday 13 April 2018
End of Term. Early dismissal at 2:15pm

Friday 18 May 2018
Canteen Lunch

Monday 30 April 2018
Pupil Free Day

Sunday 1 July 2018
WINTER FAIR (Advance Notice)

Don’t forget to check our page:

https://www.facebook.com/basketrangeps

Basket Range Primary School
16 Cramond Rd Basket Range SA 5138
PH: 8390 3466
FAX: 8390 1062
EMAIL: dl.0511_info@schools.sa.edu.au

